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A2 C2 approves Mass Comm major
The Academic Affairs and Curriculum
Coordinating Committee tentatively approved a B.A.Mass Communication major

at their meeting last Thursday. The committee also approved new courses for the
sociology department, education depart-

State colleges
receive grant
A $147,000 scholarship grant has been
awarded to the State College System from
the Charles and Ellora Alliss Educational
Foundation of St. Paul, Chancellor G,
Theodore Mitau announced last Friday.
The grant is for lump-sum scholarships
in support of undergraduate students.
Foundation funds. based on enrollment,
have been awarded to each of the six
outstate colleges for distribution during
the 19'73-74 academic year. Scholarships
will be granted according to the needs
of the student at the discretion of the
college.
Awards to the colleges are: Bemidji,
$20,300; Mankato, $40,600; Moorhead,
$21,700; St. Cloud, $36,400; Southwest at
Marshall, $12,600; and Winona, $15,400.
"This generous grant will substantially
assist many state youths who otherwise
would be unable to avail themselves to
the opportunity for a college education,"
Chancellor Mitau said.
According to the Chancellor, over 40
percent of the Minnesota State College students come from families with incomes of
$7,200 a year or less.

"For students in these families, the
attainment of a college education is often
a major financial burden, and many fine
Minnesota students are prevented from
furthering their education simply because
they lack financial resources."
The Charles and Ellora Alliss Educational Foundation was established in 1960
for grant awards to educational institutions of collegiate rank within the state of
Minnesota for the support of undergraduate
student aids.

And

ment and the audiovisual communications
department.
The major was presented as an interdepartmental major from the departments
of English, audiovisual communications
and speech and is basically an expansion
of the mass communications minor that
had been approved last spring by the
A2C2. The major now must be approved by

the Educational Policies Committee of the
State College Board, then the State College Board itself.
In the minor, students complete a core
block of courses after which they can
select an area of concentration. In the proposed major, the students will complete
a required block of courses and then he
can choose from any of the other courses
that are listed as major electives. To
permit individualizing the major to the
needs of the student, each student will be
encouraged to ine!• 4 lin to twelve hours
of course work from otner of the
college curriculum.
Included in the core courses for the
major are 10 credits in mass communica.

tions, four credits of advanced interpersonal speech communications, two cre :dits of communication theory and the
media, four credits of discussion and
small group dynamics, two credits of the
history of broadcasting in the U.S., four
credits of basic photography and four
credits in the preparation of visual materials for 30 credits.
An additional 36 credits beyond the core
courses will be required, The additional
credits will be selected from English,
audiovisual communications or speech.
Students may take up to twelve hours of
courses in other areas, if approved by the
advisor.
All students are expected to work as an
intern during the junior or senior year
in either an on-campus or off-campus
setting. Students are also encouraged to
develop their own internship opportunities in areas that are closely related
to personal occupational objectives.
About 30 students are enrolled in the
mass commtulications minor that is cur, (Continued on page 2)

Roscoe reaches 1,000

Demonstrators
burn pig, flag
Demonstrators, numbering around 100,
burned a large paper pig Friday afternoon
on the east lawn of the Union as a protest
to Nixon's Viet Nam and domestic policies,
The pig, colored red, white and blue,
which they carried in a mock funeral
procession from an assembly point off
campus, held a child's doll in its mouth
with other dolls fastened to its body.
When they reached their destination, they
set the pig down, gathered around it and
ignited it while they chanted slogans.
Someone, then, passed around the American flag enticing participants to throw

it on the burning pig until someone finally
did.
Demonstrators finally dispersed around
noon when the fire's flames had completely
consumed the pig and flickered out.
One demonstrator, when asked about the
flag, burning, said "It accidentally burned
with the pig," When asked about the
demonstration he said, "It may seem
pointless, however, if you believe in the
Truth you can't relent in pursuing it;
that's from Ghandi,"

A few demonstrators had previously
given anti-war statements in the student
Smog before the demonstration began.

Roscoe Young, 6-6 junior forward from Park Forest, Ill.
accepts a plaque from Richard Behnke, acting athletic director, after Roscoe scored his 1,000th point Friday night.

Roscoe was the eighth Warrior to reach that plateau. On
Saturday night, Young became the seventh on the all-time

scoring list, and he needs only 44 points to pass up number'
six on the list, Steve Protsman. The school record is 1,630,
held by Dave Meisner (1963-67). (Photo Courtesy Winona
Sunday News).
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New Mass Communications major approved
(Continued from page 1)
rently offered, and at least 50 prospective freshmen for next fall have indicated
that mass communications is their main
area of interest.
The committee also approved a change
in the mass communications minor by
adding four credits of mass communications classes to the core block and placing
the advanced compostition classes under
the journalism option.
The committee approved 404 Field Ex-

perience for the sociology department in
order to strengthen their social work
offerings. The class will offer students
an opportunity to learn through field experience the way in which professional
service is carried out in established
social service agencies.
The committee also approved 150 Introductory Field Experience for the
department of education. The course is
designed to help students make a decis-

ion about their entry into teacher education and about which level of teaching
they prefer. The pass/no credit course
would place a student in a teacher aide
role for four to six hours per week.
History of Broadcasting in the United
States from the audiovisual communications department was also approved. The
course would review the development of
electronic media.
President DuFresne visited the corn-

mittee and asked the consideration of alternatiVes of transfer work from vocational-technical schools. He urged a"less
conservative approach of transferring
credits. . .a whole new program."
"Education," said President DuFresne,
"is education. It has something to offer,
after all, to the individual who is meeting
social needs."
A sub-committee was appointed to work
on such transfers.

IRHC comments
After surviving our first week
as part of the Winonan, we have
returned, in hopes that you enjoyed our article.
This weeks meeting began with

our committee reports. Those assigned to Residence Hall Week
have decided to take a straw ballot to determine the interest of
students before pursuing it. Any
suggestions are welcomed. This
past weekend at Mankato State
College, Winona secured the bid
for the annual Minn. CURHA Spring

Conference. Co-chairmen are Ed
Packer and Becky Reilly. Delegates from the other state colleges will then be on campus
April 13 and 14. Finally the report on our Book Exchange was
submitted. The results stand as
232 books were
exchanged,
$1,027.35 was the total value of
the books exchanged, $23.20 was
the revenue from the 10l charge,
$28.80 was the expense for the
workers. We feel the book exchange was quite beneficial to all
students even though a small loss
was seen,

DALE MARZOLF of Preston, a
senior in business administration
at Winona State College, is the
first recipient of theWilliamScholarship awarded by the Winona
State College Foundation. Marzolf,
center, received the $125 award
from WSC Dean of Student M-

fairs Dr. John Kane, right, who is nander, left. The $125 was part
of the proceeds from last year's
secretary and scholarship pro- Winona State College President's
gram chairman of the Foundation. Ball. Theurer was a trust offiSelection was made by faculty cer at a Winona Bank at the time
members of the Business Admini- of his death, and an originator of
stration and Economics depart- the Foundation. Marzolf, a 1969
ment, headed by Ms. Judy Ger- graduate of Preston high school,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Harland Marzolf, R.R.1, Preston.
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NOW ONLY

Studio Ones Pictures
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$2.00

Special Record Sale Counter •
Has Savings on Records
NEW ALBUMS
Priced at

Senate funds

bus to rally

Old business was next on the
agenda. Sheehan and Conway Halls
submitted their desired 24 hour
visitation policies. The board
passed the proposal and a copy
will now be sent to Mr. Mariner
for approval.
We then moved on to new business.
First topic of discussion

was P.O. boxes. At present it
seems students are disturbed at
all the "junk mail" stuffed into
their boxes. Therefore, IRHC
proposed that all mail put into
P.O. boxes must be stamped or
be personalized with a name. Flyers and other things may be left

at the desk for students to pick
up as they desire. All campus
organizations will be notified.
A large sum of money is still
present in our treasury. Much
consideration was given to where
this money can be spent - students should be seeing much of
this going toward programming.
Finally we would like to announce
our Open Meeting. IRHC will hold
a two hour discussion period at
4:00 p.m. on Thursday in the West
Cafeteria of the Union for any
comments or complaints that you
may have. Now is your chance to
let your feelings be known, sotake
the opportunity. Everyone is welcome.
Al Scharmer, 424 Morey
Bruce Zadach, 424 Morey

Aliens report
The Immigration and Nationality
requires that aliens in the
United States on Jan. 1 must report their address during the month
of January, even though the address has not changed since the
last report.
The alien may go to any United
States Post Office or any Immigration and Naturalization Service
Office and ask for the Address
Report Card, Form 1-53.
In addition \to your address,
aliens must reort the date and
place of entry in to the United
States, date and place of birth,
nationality and your alien registration number, the number preceded by the letter A on your alien
registration card.
Act

In action last week, the Student
Senate approved Friday Jan. 19
as a Day of Concern and also
approved holding an open mike in
the Smog about the war in Vietnam.
The Senate also approved$80.00
for the funding of a bus to the
capital in St. Paul on Jan. 20 for
a rally in conjunction with Inauguration Day.

Bambenek
elected

JUST RECEIVED 400 y

$1.49$1.59—$1.94

Many New Items Added to the

CLOTHING RUMMAGE SALE
VALUED TO $5.00 NOW

va

•rw•

India Incense and Brass Holder
ONLY 1000 Each

Bob Bambenek of Winona has
been elected as the new president of the Sigma Tau Gamma
fraternity. Bambenek, formerly
the executive vice-president, replaces Pete Meyer.
Other officers elected include
executive vice - president, Bob
Evans; vice-president of education, Ken Peterson; vice-president
of membership, Wayne Peterson;
vice - president of management,
Tom Smerud; vice-president of
alumni relations, Bruce Closway;
and secretary Ron Fundell.

Get change back from your nugget.
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MSCSA urges letter campaign
to stop tuition increase
The Minnesota State College Student Association, at their meeting in Mankato last weekend indicated that they opposed the building of two new junior colleges,
endorsed a Minnesota State College Student Day at the legislature, recommended changes indetermining the tenure, and endorsed a letter to be sent to Governor Anderson commenting on his
"State of the State" address.
The MSCSA unanimously passed
a resolution urging home visitations with the goal of contacting
all 201 Minnesota legislators and
resulting in a Minnesota State
College Student Day at the legislature tentatively scheduled for
Feb. 5 or 8. The MSCSA passed
this resolution because they have
felt that personal contact with the
legislators has proven to be the
most powerful tool that students
have to dissaude legislators from
voting for a tuition increase.
The Associaion also mandated
its officers to request the State
College Board to begin systemwide hearings, as outlined in the
State College Board Rules andRegulations, to accomplish MSCSA's
tenure policy.
Included in this policy are: (1)
striking all references which pertain to length of service as a lone

criteria for retention of tenured
faculty; (2) to recommend changes
which would include the following
criteria in determining a faculty member's retention: past performance, present attitudes in performance, efforts to improve current performance, student evaluation, staying abreast in one's profession, service to the community,
and length of service to the in-

The Satori, the college literary
publication, invites all students
and faculty to submit original poetry, artwork, and short prose. The
submission deadline is Feb. 9.
Turn in all material to the Satori Room Gildemeister 320, or
to any staff member, or to Mr.
Urbanski.
The Satori needs your talents.

the criteria as outlined above.
The MSCSA went on record condemning the action of the bombing in Vietnam and donated$150.00
to a civilian relief fund for the
people of Hanoi who have been the
victims of the American agression.
In regard to Governor Anderson's "State of the State" ad-

In last week's budget message
the Governor recommended that
the 1973-74 budget request of the
State College Board be reduced
from $92,145,841 to $81,297,221.
The decrease represents a drop of
11.8 percent.
Chancellor Mitau stated, "The
totals sia_lar_ reported in the Go-

More senate openings
The Student Senate has an opening for an alternate delegate for
MSCSA and an opening for presssecretary for MSCSA. Anyone

interested in these positions is
asked to call or drop in at the

vernor's Budget Message were
considerably below our request
which we considered minimal and
therefore we are seriously concerned. Until we have details of
the budget and are able to analyze
its impact we cannot comment

"Whatever happens, I am confident that the faculties and administrators of our colleges will
want to continue to pursue the
goals of quality education for our
students."

Aerospace

St. Cloud

CENTER
0

O

COME IN AND BROWSE —
ARiuS
JUST ARRIVED Hoffman's Special 90% High Protein
Lecithin & Patain.
Try our honey spreads -- Many Many Flavors
FREE Reading Material Plus Health Books For Sale

Winona's only Heath Food Store
Great for athletes, weight watchers and students who care
about what they eat.
STORE HOURS: Mon. - Thurs. 10:00 8:00; Fri. 10:00 - 9:30; Sat. 9:00 - 5:00; Sun 1:00 - 4:00
-

AQUARIAN HEALTH CENTER
513 Mankato Avenue

The Bright Orange Building, next to the Tracks.

Mankato State
The recommended calendar at

the proceeds were to be donated
for restoration of the Bach Mai
Hospital.
The first draft of the Moorhead

MSC for 1973-74 will cut the spring State College constitution has been
break by four days and move the completed. Open hearings will be
end of school up from June 8 held this week. The constitution
allows for a more active partito June. 1
The MSC Student Senate esta- cipation of all the college comblished " a relief fund for the ponents.
The allocation of activity fees
people of Hanoi who have been the
victims of American agression." has been criticized here. CurAn alternate inaugural ball was rently the method involves recomslated for Jan. 20 to raise the mendations mady by the Student
Activity Budget Committee and the
funds.
The Student Senate is attempt- Student Senate.
The Student Development Deing to establish a student attorney who would give advice and partment has implemented nearly
every aspect of its program
counseling and go to court with
the student if necessary, but who ranging from the night watchman
would use his own discretion inthe progratn to interaction programs.
cases he takes. The plan will
face State College Board review St. Cloud State
in February.
A peace march and rally was
Students will soon be able to
held in St. Cloud on Inauguradevelop their own master's degree programs at MSC. The pro- tion Day.
Martin Luther King's birthday
gram is designed to serve students whose career goals do not was commemorated throughout St.
meet the traditional goals of a Cloud last Monday.
St. Cloud's general education
minor or major emphasis, but
program may soon be undergoing
one that would work with many
a drastic alteration. The major
backgrounds.

The Mankato State Student As sociation has appointed Paul Driscoll and Jerry Vithzhum as lobbyists to the Minnesota Legislature.
MSC is trying to emergency
hassle-free loans from a studentrun credit union.

Moorhead State
Although not approved by the
senate, Student Senate President
David Strauss planned a vigil and
meditation period along with a
fast of Kise Commons for Jan. 19
The manager of the food service
agreed to give the students who
abstained monetary credit, and

change would be that, with the
exception of the freshman communication requirement, no
course would be specified as a
general education course.

Southwest State
The radio and TV department received a $7,197 grant that will
be used to create a mass media
course and a theatre course.
Students and administrators at
SMSC are trying to increase student enrollment at their college.
They have planned an "open house"
for prospective students in February. A visitor center has also
been prospered.

further.

study at

AQUARIAN
HEALTH

Cri

GI Scout Cookie Time

Senate office.

APRICORN AQUARIUg PISCES ARIES TAURT,

cn

fees; and that therefore, the people of Minnesota are not paying
the price for unoccupied or vacant residence halls.
The MSCSA also urged the Governor to take a closer look at
HECC's recommendations that two

Mitau comments
on budget cut

Satori
requests

c.xr.4i

paying off the bond plus interest
through the payment of their room

new junior colleges be built and
to appoint at least one student
stitution; and (3) to develop me- to the Minnesota Stato College
chanisms for the application of Board.

dress, the Association recommended that a letter be sent to
the Governor in relation to the
comments in his address concerning the people of Minnesota paying for vacant dormitory beds in
the State College System. The letter will include these facts: that
state bonds were sold to build residence halls in the beginning;
this money was not tax money but
bonds paying interest; students are

Around the State

Cape Kennedy, the NASA Space
Center and the Smithsonian Institution's restoration area are a
few of the stops planned on a new
aviation/aerospace travel - study
tour set for next summer at St.
Cloud State College.
The tour will complement the
aviation/aerospace education workshop that has been offered each of
the past three slimmers and will
be taught again this year, said
Dr. John Carter, assistant professor of industrial education.
The education workshop will be
held on campus during the first
summer session. The aviation
study tour will begin July 23 and
end Aug. 3. It is offered for six
graduate or undeigraduate credits
and there are no prerequisites.
Application deadline is June 15.

000
Oet e°
Cell"Ot
STEREO SPECIAL
Of The Week:
SUPERSCOPE A-225

5799 5

AMPLIFIER
BSR 310 &

TURN TABLE

DUSTCOVER;
SHURE CARTRIDGE

$ 59 9 5

PAIR HLM 66

SPEAKERS

...

$100 °°

$239 9°

Regular Price

Weekly Special........

$199 00

Also 15% DISCOUNT

on all
ALVEREZ FOLK GUITARS
ATTENTION -- PRIMA is Coming?

Hal Leonard Music
64 East 2nd

Winona, Minnesota

ecutoriaisi
comonsi
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Oppose tuition increase
The Minnesota State College Student
Association, at their last meeting, passed
a resolution calling for students to contact
their local legislators and ask them to
vote against an increase in tuition.
At least one state college is urging students to begin a letter campaign to their
representatives, making their feelings
known.
The Higher Education Coordinating
Commission has proposed the increase
along with a recommendation to restructure the state's investment in higher education. The HECC noted that an increase
in tuition of $200 a year at the state
universities, colleges and junior colleges

would add $19.3 million a year in revenue.
The HECC then went on to add that
the increase in tuition would also require
an increase of $8.2 million for needy
students. That would leave the grand total
o_f $11 million to be used to expand the
program of helping needy students.
An increase of $200 per year is a lot
of money.

If you are concerned about the possible increase in tuition and if you want
to do something constructive about it,
write your representative or contact him
in some way to let him know that you
oppose the proposed increase. Tell your
friends to do the same.

Condemns flag burning
We had a flag burning on our campus
last Friday.
Sure, it is not easy to sit back and
listen to Nixon say that peace is at hand,
and then all of a sudden hear him say
that there are insurmountable obstacles
and that peace will be awhile coming.
Hearing it once is not that bad, but hearing it time and again can get to be
frustrating.
So, to protest the president's Vietnam

policy, the students burned a red, white
and blue painted pig that was intended to
symbolizing Nixon. And then they threw
an American flag on top and let it turn
to ashes along with the pig.
Flag burnings are not the way to oppose a policy-or a president. Nothing will
be gained but unfavorable publicity. So,
protest and demonstrate if you wish,

but please let Old Glory fly untouched.

A day without a smile is like a day without sunshine.

By-li ne
A heated debate is rising over the
Equal Rights Amendment (ERA), which
until recently, advocates felt would be
quickly ratified. However, with 16 more
states needed to reach the necessary 38,
they are uneasy. A large group of women

is mounting opposition to ERA,
The debate has zeroed-in on two key
issues: That women would be eligible for
conscription, and that ERA abrogates laws
requiring men to support their families.
The advocates say neither of these
claims is valid. They say the draft will
end soon and in matters of family support the courts would consider the econ-

By Rick Graf

omit condition of the parties involved.

It seems the opponents of ERA are
being more sensible than its advocates.
The prediction that the draft will end
soon is a pleasant prospect, but from the
last four years of the Nixon administration, the American people have learned
it is more unpredictable than predictable. Finally, the assumption that ERA
will not abrogate laws requiring men to
support their families is correct only if
the courts really do interpret the amendment the way the advocates are interpreting it.

Dear Rog,
Well, well. So we're going to have a
vice column entitled "Dear Nona." As it
so happens, a friend of mine has aproblem
I wish to address to Nona. This in itself
creates a problem as the staff may have
to decide if the following letter appears
in my column or in Nona's.
I've sorta gotten this problem thirdhand and have decided to submit it to
Nona as it is beyond my realm of wisdom.
This friend of mine, who is on a firstname basis with King Richard (who, sur-

prisingly enough can offer no solution)
just recently got engaged. His fiance
does not know much of his past and he
is wondering if he should tell her. His
mother and two sisters are prostitutes
and his step-father is a pimp for them.
He has a brother in prison for skyjacking, two cousins that recently got

picked up for murder and kidnapping,
another nephew wanted for selling of
phoney Super Bowl tickets, another nephew
being sought for rape, an uncle that makes
pornographic movies, and grandfather that
was killed while trying to hold up a bank,
and a ten year old niece that poisons
cats and dogs. Dear Nona, should my
friend tell his fiance that King Richard
is his friend?
I never could have told that, Rog, if
it weren't for the staff of the WINONAN.
Since you are a former editor of the paper
that was not able to give me a column
such as this I decided to approach the
new journalistic dynasty. It's very name
you must realize is a dig at you for not
giving me a column. Also, a letter format
I thought would make it nice and informal,
part of which meant that I would not have
my last name on it. Well, I have been
revealed and I couldn't see the harm in
recognizing the fact that you aren't the
only one who reads my letters. At least
I hope that is the case!
Undoubtedly you are wondering how my
first letter regarding the creation of
marriage by women has effected by wife.
I'm not sure myself, her lawyer has
promised to have an answer to me by
the end of the week. Seriously though,
my wife enjoyed my first column and
accepted it for what it was meant to bea bit of humor.
Before I close, thanks for your Christmas card, I know it came a little late,
but then Christmas cards are a little
cheaper after December 25th. But sending
it collect!!
I really wasn't surpised. Perhaps you
also heard of the blurb on the news the

other day-the bit about the Navy being
placed on priority for X amount of aviation fuel, which also contains a diesel
oil used in heating. I mean, it's one thing
for King Richard to cut back educational
aid, but to take away the source of our
warmth (causing at least in Denver for
schools to be closed) and utilizing it to
bomb North Viet Nam (probably causing
children not to go to school there, too).

Granted, it is stretching things to say
that the oil they don't have in that Colorado city is going to fuel our armed
forces wings of destruction. But it remains a cruel paradox, nevertheless.
This energy crisis is really starting to
bother me. I've been insulating. my windows with towels and sealing said transparencies with tape. Shades open during
the day for maximum light. Heat way
down at night. Lights on only when actually
being needed. I doubt very much if it
matters much since I have little confidence
in others doing their part to conserve
energy. All it does is give me a clear
conscience.
I haven't really explored this idea too
much, but why don't they solve part of
the ecology problem at the same time as
easing the energy problem. Last week I
sifted through my trash cans for an accidently thrown out letter of great import and I was struck by the amount of
burnable trash before me. I realize that
there must be all kinds of complications
and ramifications to the idea, yet why
can't we start burning our garbage trash
for heat! It sure would help maximize
our utilization of goods. Surely our modern
day technology could sift out the burnable
material, compress it for storage, and
then use it to heat buildings, especially
if new public buildings were constructed
with this in mind. Even I know that this
could lead to another problem of air
pollution, but which ones need considering first? A sooty smell over a frozen
fanny any day!
Wasn't JC fantastic the other week!
No, no! Not him! The other JC - the one

who wrote the column "Jerome" in the
WINONAN. I thought it was so good that
I didn't even mind his column title being
in larger print!
I am at present suffering my own kind
of energy crisis. It's a wee bit early
(6 a.m.) to top off my tank with a satisfying brew, so I'll just settle for some
inspirational sleep.
Regards,
STEVE
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Guest editorials
Women's lib--how
far should it go?

By Terry Olson

Hurray for Governor Anderson. Recently the Higher Education Coordinating
Commission (HECC) proposed that two
new junior colleges be built, with construction beginning early this spring.
In a wise move Governor Anderson
has asked the legislature to delay the
building of two new campuses for at
least two years. Hopefully the legislature
will follow Wendy's advice.
It is amazing that the state legislature
continues to allow HECC to exist after
some of the asinine recommendations it
has come up with in the past year. But
then, it is also amazing that the legislature is still in existence after past
errors.
On the HECC proposal, this writer
cannot find any reasoning for the building of two more junior colleges at a
time when the state colleges are experiencing a tailspin in enrollment. What
does HECC want to do, completely destroy the Minnesota State College system?
Going to a lighter note on the issue,
Dr. James Eddy of the WSC Political
Science department suggested that the two
new campuses, once built, could be used
to store all the grain the Russians have
bought until the boxcar shortage is alleviated. And he goes on to suggest that
the state will then proceed to hire unemployed college professors to sit and
look into the windows of those buildings
to make sure the grain does not spill.
Here is a, list of proposals that this
writer feels HECC should begin to concern itself with. If it does not, hopefully the 19'73 legislature will abolish
HECC.

JEROME
Had a demonstration again Friday. Sorry
if you missed it, 'specially if you've never
been to one. This one wasn't very big.
The Student Senate sponsored it. Nobody
marched anywhere. Nobody even said
"fuck" much. All anyone did was sing
a few songs and make some music, talk
a little bit, and burn a red, white and
blue paper-stuffed pig on the east lawn.
There • was a pink plastic baby doll in
a paper pig's mouth and a flag on its
back. They were burned too. That was
all. Everyone went home or sat in the
Smog and talked.
I was also sitting in the Smog after
everything was said, sung and burned
and I was listening to people talk, Some
people were very upset. They weren't
upset about the war or about what is
happening to other people. They were
upset because someone had burned a
flag. A symbol of "America" which is
another symbol for a geo-political entity
and the people and culture it contains.
Some people were very upset, and they
talked loud and long, and then someone
would ask, "Why did they do it?" And
then these same people would start to
talk about the war, about America and
what's right and wrong with it. And in
so doing they answered their own questions, "Why?"
Nixon will never hear of this miniprotest at a tiny college in an obscure
sleepy corner of his realm. But several
thousand people who live here have. The
issue has been forced into their consciousness, For half an hour people were
talking and thinking about the war, about
people, about things that are bigger than
the Friday night kegger or their "500"
game or who is currently making it with
who. Winona State came face to face with

This writer believes these proposals
are the shot in the arm Minnesota colleges need to get enrollment up again.
The proposals are as follows:
1. 10 year moratorium on building any
college campus.
2. Take the money earmarked for the
building fund and use it to lower the
cost of tuition for college students.
3. Charge the same price per credit
hour to vocational-technical school students as charged to college students.
4. End programs in the vo-tech system
that duplicate those being offered in Minnesota colleges.
5. Do not establish any new schools
of higher . education in Minnesota for another 15 years.
6. Have an efficiency study done on
college administrators to find out how to
cut down on waste in that area.
7, Set the tuition rate for non-residents at the same as is set for residents to attract many more students
from around the nation to Minnesota.

*** ****** **
If America had a chief justice of the
Supreme Court truly dedicated to upholding the law of the land Nixon would have
been put under arrest January 20 for
lying while taking oath of office. As indicated by recent dictatorial actions, ranging from murdering innocent people in
Southeast Asia to cutting off aid to needy
farmers, Nixon has no intention of upholding the constitution under which this
nation is supposed to operate.
Sig Heil, Mr. Nixon.

by
Jerome
Christensen

the world and with itself. Some people
who never bother to develop the habit were
forced to think.
Of course there's a danger inherent
in the tactics of symbolic protest. A lot
of people will misunderstand, Some people
who no longer relate in terms of symbols will argue that such tactics are
meaningless, they do not deal with the
problem directly and for this reason
are ineffective. In relation to issues where
the exercise of real power is possible
and the protesting viewpoint can be transformed into reality, this is a valid argument. Unfortunately, in most situations
those who protest have no power and the
only tactics available are those of symbolic protest and demonstration. Other
people will have such a high degree of
personal identification with the symbol
that they will react to an attack on it as
they would an attack to themselves. With
such people only calm, patient explanation of the purpose behind the protest
activity will achieve even an incomplete
understanding of the protestor's ideals.
But all tactics are flawed. All hold
dangers for those who use them. But the
need to do something is felt by many,
and one of the more effective and more
useful tactics available in dealing with
events of super-human proportions remains in the tactic of symbolic protest. We seem to have a need to be periodically reminded of some of the rather
unpleasant things that occur outside of
insulated isolated Winona. As long as a
burning flag or a spray painted building
is needed to jolt reality into our symbol
clogged minds, these will be useful tactics and will be used. Such things aren't
pretty or polite, Neither is the reality
that prompts them. Too bad.

The movement of Women's Liberation
has definitely boomed in the past few
years. They are looking for equality
and the right to be recognized in all
walks of life. Some of their causes are
truly understandable, such as: equal pay
for equal work and equal opportunity for
qualified individuals. But, the attempt
of Women's Lib advocates to change our
language is carrying the movement too far.
"Ms." in place of "Miss" or "Mrs."
and pronounced "mizz" somehow sounds
rough, looks ugly and seems very (pardon the expression) unfeminine. Already,
in some places, the three-letter combination of m-a-n and m-e-n have become four-letter words. For example,
chairman is chairperson. Maybe woman
will have to become woperson, mankindpersonkind and human huperson.
What if all references to men would

be eliminated from the language?
Parliamentarian would be parli aper sontarian, recommendations - recompersondations and environmental - environpersontal. Such a change would be hard
on one's persontal (mental) health.
Even "person" has a male reference
in "son," What Next? Should persons become perits and huperkinds?
Such a change would take years to
complete. Every present printed piece of
material would become obsolete. Are the
women of the world ready to take on such
a change?
In conclusion, there is a certainplateau
yet to be reached by women in which
equality, especially in the employment
area, should be reached. But to go as
far as rewriting our entire language
just to suit the Women's Libers, would
be "inhuperson." (inhuman).
JOANNE MOEN

Housing damage
at $3500
Man possesses in his nature the potential for destructiveness, at least sothe
psychologists say. However, it could be
assumed that among supposedly affluent
and mature college students these destructive tendencies could be curbed. Obviously this is not the case at Winona
State College.
The campus housing director roughly
estimates that that so far this year about
$3500 worth of damage has been inflicted
on the residence halls. The damage list
ranges from smashed lounge furniture,
broken glass door plates, holes in walls
caused by door handles being forcefully
shoved through them to stolen television
sets and wall clocks.
The list goes on and the costs mount.
Last month $750 alone was paid out
for the replacement of a stolen color TV
set. An additional $100 was needed to
replace a lounge couch damaged beyond
repair. These are only two examples of the
high cost items that were destroyed.
But who forks out the money for these
repairs? The majority of the money to
repair much of this damage comes out
of the $9000 yearly housing budget. This
budget is extracted from student room
fees. So, in a round-about way, each WSC
resident is paying for the reckless actions
of a few. Another unfortunate fact is
that often the parties who do the vandalizing acts are not even campus residents, This is only true if the act is not
an obvious accident. Sadly, enough, in
the majority of cases, the guilty indiv-

idual(s) is not known.
Spending a portion of the $9000 to repair
malicious damage means it's not available
to repair normal wear and tear in the
resident halls. With these funds, new items
such as carpeting or more recreational
equipment could be purchased.
Dorm residents have the option of how
this money will be spent. They are the
ones who can deter this unnecessary damage by reporting witnessed destructive
acts to any dorm official.
The resident hall are also equipped with
a tool for determining how damage should
be paid for. This tool is the damage control
committee comprised of a representative
of each dorm floor. If precise lists of
damage could be made available to this
committee, it would be a better position
to judge individual damage cases. Perhaps, more individuals would be held
responsible for their own actions rather
than the dorm residents at large. Again.
it is their responsibility to report offenders of property.
Perhaps, destructiveness is inherent in
man's nature. But, as with all potentially
harmful actions, destructiveness can be
limited. If dorm residents refuse to use
their power of group pressure to deter
damage, or fail to report vandals to dorm
officials, then they should be prepared to
continue to pay for such malicious damaging. The choice of action of neglect is
theirs.
LYNDA GOF F

Tenure is questioned
It seems very unfair that the students
of Winona State College should have to
sacrifice good learning opportunities because of the release of several good teachers from this campus,
It does seem logical to reduce the faculty
when there is a large drop in enrollment.
It also, in a sense, seems logical to retain
the teachers who have established themselves here. It is not logical, or right,
however to keep teachers who lecture day
after day to empty classrooms. By releasing certain teachers because they
happened to have been hired last is analogous to the phrase, "the last one in is
a rotten egg."
This is an absurd way to determine who
is going to get to teach the students here.

It would seem logical that a person with
full classrooms everyday would be much
preferred over one with empty rooms.
That in itself proves who the students
want and since it is the money from the
students that keep this place going it
should be the decision of the students
as to who they want on their faculty.
If the teachers aren't those the students want, they will go elsewhere for
the type of well-rounded education they
seek, thus bringing about a more massive
drop in enrollment. The vicious circle
will go on and on until someone finally
realizes what has been happening and then
it will be too late.
LINDA MELBO
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Byrd
Q uartet
tomorrow
evening

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 24
Somsen Auditorium
8:15 p. m.
WSC Concerts & Lectures Committee

— Weds., Jan. 24 — 1 Night Only

Your. UNCLE'S Place

Fabulous 50's

LaCrosse, W isc.
pr esent

s. •

OLD ROCK N'
ROLL
/V/GHT

T h e Zeu"

"Little Ziggie &

Every Thurs. — LADIES NIGHT
All Ladies Admitted FREE!

1A

Fri. — Happy Hour:
3:00 — 7:00 P.M.
No Admission Charge til 7:00 P.M.
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Guitarist Charlie Byrd will be
augmented by trumpet and fluegelhorn, bass and percussion when he
brings his quartet to the stage of
Somsen auditorium at W inona State
College Wednesday night.
Students of the college may obtain free tickets at the student
union desk until 5:00 p.m. today
(Jan. 23), or at the boxoffice after
6:30 p.m. Wednesday. They will
be required to show a student
identification card.
The concert, sponsored by the
WSC Concerts and Lectures Committee, is set for 8:15 p.m.
In a program which will be announced as it unfolds, the Byrd
quartet will present music inthree
groups: pop, jazz, and bossanova
by the quartet; classical solo selections from the works of Bach,
Vivaldi, Albinez and Villa-Lobos by
Byrd, and after intermission, oldtime jazz by the quartet.
Byrd has been around the music
world for a long time. During
World War II, he met Django
Reinhardt, a pioneer in the development of jazz guitar, and was
inspired to follow a jazz career.
He became a familiar figure on
the New York scene and performed with many jazz greats. During
the late 19401, seeking a new
direction, he began studying classical guitar and composition. In
1954, he studied with the great
Andres Segovia in Siena, Italy.
The technique gained in classical training opened up a new
avenue of performance for Byrd jazz played on a classical guitar
without pick or amplification.
Willis Conover of the Voice of
America has said, "Charlie
Byrd's versatility in the literature of the guitar surpasses that
of anyone else. He is a masterful jack of all guitar trades."
Byrd plays many college concerts and night clubs dates, but
performs during much of the year
in the Washington D.C. area,
which affords him desired time
with his wife and three children.

LIVE MUSIC
75' Pitchers — 40' Mixed Drinks

Week begins

next Monday
Remember the Up & Company
sponsored Roaring 20's Week and
the Wild West Week? Well, this
year they will be bringing you
the FABULOUS 50'S WEEK, from
Jan. 29 thru Feb. 3.
On Monday, Wednesday and Friday of that week there will be
movies shown in the Smog at
8:00 p.m., including "Beach Party" and "Bikini Beach" starring
Annette Funicello and Frankie
Avalon.
The festivities will be concluded
on Saturday with a Sockhop in the
Smog from 8-12 midnight, with
music provided by Jerry Jawana
and the Junebugs. Also featured
will be Mickey Mouse • cartoons
and free food. So get your leather jackets and saddle shCies together and join the fun.
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Music faculty member
to perform in recital
Gaye Bennes, instructor of piano at Winona State College, will
present a recital on Sunday evening at 8:00 p.m. in the Recital
Hall of the Performing Arts Center. The program will include
pieces by Bach, Chopin, Schumann and Beethoven.
The daughter of professional
singers, Miss Bennes began playing at the age of three and soon
added singing and dancing to her
activities. At six she was acting
in films at Metro Goldwyn Mayer
9m.g.m.0 Studios.
In her teens she studied piano
with Jacob Gimpel and was a
member of a trio with cellist

Richard Lesser, which won numerous awards. Miss Bennes also
received the Hollywood Bowl
Award for outstanding achievement in music. Recitals and appearances on radio and television
followed.
She continued her musical training at the Julliard Music School
in New York, studying withBeveridge Webster and later with Rosina Lhevinne, under whom she
obtained her Master's Degree in
1964.
Miss Bennes -has been on the
faculties of the South End Music
Center, Concord Academy and the
Longy School in Cambridge. She

Lawrence Lesser and clarinetist

GAYE BENNES, who has been playing the piano since age three,
will present a recital on Sunday at 8:00 p.m. in the Recital Hall
of the Performing Arts Center.

Movie Preview
How to be an observant young
tabby cat in New York and survive your first emergencies without scampering. FRITZ THE CAT,
as everyone under seventeen or
eighteen knows (though every Am-

erican under seventeen-eighteen in
some states - is denied admission to the witty full-length movie
cartoon of the same name that

@
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Cliff's Notes help you think for
yourself in literature. They're
written by experts
to guide you in
understanding and
appreciating contemporary and
classic novels,
plays and poems.

C i i fftAtites .
Ecology...we're working on itl
During the past 14 years Cliff's
Notes has used over 2,400,000 tons
of paper using recycled pulp.

has been made in his honor), is a
creation of Robert Crumb. The
picture is rich in bad taste,
slang, benign ethnic insults, and
other staples of New York humor. Every white male animal
in the picture, including Fritz,
is shown as a creature desperately trying to keep up but getting
nowhere, like a wasp bogged in
marmalade. Opening tomorrow
at the State Theatre.

Photo
Contest
rules/regs
An amateur Photo Contest is
being sponsored by Up & Company and everyone is invited to
enter and compete for cash prizes.
Here are the Rules and Regulations of the contest:
1. Photos may be any size.
2. Photos may be in color or
black and white.
3. Photos must be matted or
mounted.
4. Photos must be submitted
to the Union Program Council
by Wednesday, Jan. 31.
5. Photos will be on display
throughout the month of February.

has performed in the New England
area several times, including many
engagements at the Gardner Museum in Boston. In 1970 she joined the Israeli cellist Menahem
Meir in a tour of recitals in the
United States and Canada and in
1971 she played with Belgian violinist Pierre d' Archambeau in
a series of sonata recitals in the
Eastern United States.
The Program
Italian Concerto.
. J.S. —
Bach
Sonata Op. 101. . . .Beethoven
Intermission
Kreisleriana Op. 16. „Schumann
Ballade No. 3, Op. 47. .Chopin
Ballade No. 1, Op. 23. .Chopin

Winona Winter Carnival announces
auditions for annual Talent Show
As part of the 17th Annual Winona Winter Carnival, the Winona
Area Jaycees are sponsoring an
amateur talent show on Saturday,
Feb. 10 at 8:00 p.m. in the Junior High School Auditorium. Students of the three colleges have
been most cordially invited to audition and compete for trophies and
cash prizes.
All contestants will compete in
one general category. No entry

fees will be charged other than
the purchase of a Winter Carnival Button by each entrant. Butons are $1 each and will admit
the wearer to all Winter-Carnival
events. Profits will be donated
to the "Save Lake Winona" fund.

For further information on auditions, interested persons may
contact Thomas Buck (689-2862)
or Robert Althoff (689-2281).

Prizes will be awarded as follows: 1st Prize - trophy and $75;
2nd Prize - trophy and $30; 3rd
Prize - trophy and $20; 4th Prize
- trophy; and 5th Prize - trophy.

In the Attic

In tic

Upstairs
at NASH'S 4th & Center

Undergound

JANUARY

at NASH'S 4th & Center

CLEA RA NCE

50% OFF °` 50% OFF
Winter Coats
AND

Sportswear

ENTIRE STOCK OF

Win ter Coats
(Corduroy, Wools, Nylons, & Leathers)
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Women vets "bill of rights"
A women veterans' "bill of
rights" is included in the new veterans' education law, signed by the
President Oct. 24, 1972.
To receive the additional
amounts of VA education allowance, compensation, and pension
money that men veterans are allowed for their wives, women veterans no longer will havetoprove
their husbands are disabled and
permanently incapable of selfsupport.
This provision applies to GI
Bill, vocational rehabilitation,
pension, compensation, anddependency and indemnity compensation
(DIC), which is paid for service--

connected deaths.
The new law also liberalizes
the criteria for paying additional
amounts for children who are in
the custody of a veteran and also
awaiting adoption.
Where the child has been placed
for adoption with the veteran under
an agreement with an authorized
adoption with the veteran under an
'agreement with an authorized adoption agency, additional benefits may
be paid for the child during the
time the child remains in custody
and prior to the court decree of
adoption.
Until this liberalization, unless

there was an interlocutory decree
of adoption, no payments could be
made while the child was in custody of the veteran until a final
decree of adoption was issued.
Women veterans already have
been receiving the same additional amounts of VA educational allowance and compensation money
payable for children that have been
paid to male veterans.
The new law says that for all
VA benefit purposes, a "wife"
shall include the husband of a female veteran and the term "widow" shall include the widower
of a female veteran.

MSC offers mini-courses
Topics ranging from income tax
tips and snowmobiling safety to
American literature and drama
are included in the 160 minicourses being offered to southern
Minnesota residents by Mankato
State College this winter quarter.
The special program pioneered
by Mankato State emphasizes short
courses that can be taken conveniently by persons not otherwise
enrolled in college who wish to
pursue certain interests. Regular college students may also take
the courses as part of their academic load. The courses willl be
given during the month of February, most of them meeting inthe
late afternoon, evening or weekends at a time convenient to most
working persons.
Special fees have been waived
so the total cost of a one-credit
mini-course for Minnesota residents is $7.25 for undergraduate
credit and $9.50 for graduate credit.
The courses cover a wide range
of interest. Some of them, listed
by categories, are:
GENERAL INTEREST - Class
piano for Adult Beginners, Parents are Teachers Too, Family
Life in Other Societies, Losing
Weight Sensibly, Snowmobile Safety, Introduction to Personal Income Tax, Winemaking, Seat Weaving and Chair Caning, Families
of Black Americans, Parliamentary Procedure, Letter of Application and Resume, Metal Sculpture,
White Minorities in Minnesota,
New Graphic Arts Products,
Mounting and Laminating Materials, Photography, Cable Television, Career Opportunities for
College Women, Aviation Education, Term Papers for Business
and Interviewing for a Job.

REFRESHER Arithmetic
Skills, The Bridges of Konigsberg,
Complex Numbers and Partial
Fractions, and Professionalism,
Courtesy and Grooming in the Office.
CONSUMER INTEREST - Recognizing Low Income Food Needs,
Home Repair and Betterment with
Metals, Reference Books for the
Home, Communication Electronics and Stereo to Four-Channel
Hi Fi.
ISSUES - Analysis of Pentecostalism, International Humanitarian Relief, Women and Politics in Minnesota. Sex in American Life, Seaweed in Your Food,
Science Fiction, The CusterQuestion, Technology and Civilization
Ancient to Modern, Corrections:
Today and Tomorrow, Producing
Police Training Tapes, Educational Negotiations, Environmental Options in Transportation, Alternative Education, Sports Medicine for the Sports Fan and Critic, Programming Leisure-Time
Activities in Community Education Programs, and The Selling
of MSC.
TRAVEL-CULTURE - See the
World Through the Eyes of Foreign Students, East African Education, Hawaii, Fun and Fjords
in Norway--Student Style, Houses
and History.
RECREATION-Hand Spinning and
V egetable Dyeing, Color Slide Photography, Carving and Painting
Water Fowl Decoys, Basic Radio and Hi-Fi Repair, Introduction to Ham Radio, Macrame,
Needle Rya, Candle Making, The
Live Maine Lobster--Acquisition,
Preparation and Consumption, Basic Techniques of Ice Fishing,
Ice Diving, Golfmanship, Understanding Ice Hockey, Advance

January
10% SALE
Still in Progress.
All purchases reduced by 10%.

Winter HATS and SCARVES 50% OFF
JANUARY HOURS: Open 11 a.m. Weekdays
10 a.m. Saturday
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Ski Instructors Course, Beginning Instructors Course, Alpine
Ski Racing: Theory and Practice,
Table Tennis, Social Dancing,
Cross Country Skiing on the Gunflint Trail, Slimnastics, Concerts
and Dance Studio Visits.
COMMUNITY and REGIONAL
INTERESTS - Growing Old in America, Community Practice in the
Minority Community, Student Volunteer Participation in Community Child and Youth Serving Organization, Children's and Community Theater.
PROBLEMS - Death and Immortality, Heresies 300-1300, Teachers vs. Administrators, and Hearing Handicapped School Children.
SKILL - Motivation in Radio
Announcing, Letter of Application
and Resume, How To Choose and
Apply for a Job in Mass Media,
Intervention Issues in HumanServices, Individual Expression and
Response, Leadership in Small
Groups, Choreography for Synchronized Swimming, Lead the
Field, Swimming for Non-Swimmers, String Instrument Repair
and Adjustment, Introduction to
Judo, Introduction to Karate, The
Dynamics of Personal Leadership,
Sales Managers Motivation Program, Motivation and Sales Training, and Operating a Retail Business.

Classified ad rates: $1 for first
15 words. Each additional word
$.05. All ads should be submitted to 101 Phelps or call 4572158. Ads must be paid in advance.

Winajnan
The Winonan is written and
edited by and for the students of
Winona State College and is published weekly except June, July
and August and exam periods.
Second class postage paid ' at
Winona, Mn. 55987.
Address all correspondance to
Editor, Winonan, Winona State College.
Offices locate at 101 Phelps
Hall. Telephone 457-2158.
Deadline for non-staff copy is
3:00 p.m. the preceding Friday.
*******************

Transitional years
committee appointed
A statewide, 22 member advisory committee was formed recently by the Commissioner of
Education Howard B. Casmey to
discuss ways of reducingthe years
spent by Minnesota students in
getting an education by combining their last year of high school
with their first year of college.
The Transitional Years Advi-

sory Committee is composed of
teachers, students and administrators drawn from all components
of secondary and post-secondary
education in Minnesota.
Formation of the committee was
in response to a proposal by Chancellor G. Theodore Mitau for a
transitional year to "eliminate
wasteful, time-consuming duplication of coursework."

Baker not eligible
as `U' student head
••
University of Minnesota student
body president Jack Baker plans
to appeal to the c ourst to help overrule a University policy which
makes him ineligible to serve
out his second term.
Baker wants the policy abolished
and will seek a temporary restraining order from federal district court "within the next few
days" to block enforcement of
the policy, he said.
The University policy, defined
by the Assembly Committee on
Student Affairs (ACSA), says a
student must carry a minimum
of six credits to participate in
student organizations. Baker, a
law student, has been certified to
take the bar examination and is
finishing a three-credit course
before graduation. His term as
Minnesota Student Association
(MSA) president expires May 14.
Exceptions have sometimes been
made to the policy, but Baker
learned that an exception in his
case has been denied. Edwin Siggelkow, coordinator of student activities, informed Baker by letter
that he was upholding the Jan. 10
vote by the MSA Forum to deny
an exception.
"I consider this an unconstitutional intervention by the University into a student matter,"
Baker said yesterday. He said
he feels the policy violates the
Constitution by interfering with
the right to assemble, protected
by the First Amendment.
Baker said he does not feel
bound by the Forum, because he
considers himself an employee
of the student body,- not the Forum.
The Forum is the legislative arm
of MSA.
Siggelkow's letter states that
Baker may remain in office until
he can appeal to ACSA, which
meets Monday (Jan. 21). Baker
plans to appear at the meeting
and ask that the policy be abo-
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lished.
Baker wants the restraining order to allow him to stay in office
until there has been a hearing on
his request. If the decision goes
against him he will seek to have
the matter decided in court.
He has requested the assistance
of the Minnesota Civil Liberties
Union but will seek legal counsel
elsewhere if they don't take the
case.

WHAT'S
N7
Kappa Pi
Kappa Pi members are reminded to attend the drawing session
Thursday at 7:00 - 9:00 p.m. in
Watkins 213. Bring sketching media.

Student Senate
The Student Senate will be holding a meeting Thursday at 4:00
p.m. All students are invitedto the
meeting.

Newman Center
Henry Hull, member of the WSC
History department, will be the
guest speaker at the NewmanCenter tonight at 7:30. Mr. Hull will
speak about the history of Minnesota in the upstairs of the Newman Center.
Dr. Calvin Fremling of the biology department at WSC will speak
next week about the Bible and
Charles Darwin. Everyone is welcome to attend both events.

Sig Tau Rush
The brothers of Sigma Tau
Gamma would like to invite all interested men to their open rush
convocation tonight at 9:00 in the
Alumni Lounge of the Student Union. Dress will be coat and tie.
Refreshments will be served.

History Club
The history faculty invites students interested in history and related fields to come to a luncheon in Dining Rooms E and F
from 11:00 to 1:00 p.m. You are
asked to provide your own food
and drink.
On Thursday the History Club
is having a meeting at 7:00 p.m.
in the Alumni Lounge.
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sports
N IC standings
NIC OVERALL
WL
WL
5 0
13 3
12 5
3 3
2 2
9 6
2 2
8 6
5 7
2 2
5 10
1 2
0 4
0 16

Winona State
Bemidji State
Minnesota-Morris
Moorhead State
Michigan State
St. Cloud State
Southwest State
Results of Jan. 16
Winona State 88, UW-LaCrosse '78
Bemidji State 67, St. Cloud State 61
Results of Jan. 19
St. Cloud State 71, Mich. Tech 65
Winona State 66, Minn-Morris 56
Bemidji State 102, Southwest 59
Results of Jan, 20
Winona State 112, Mich. Tech 69
Moorhead State 70, Southwest 62
St. Cloud State 73, South Dakota71

Tonight's Games
Bemidji State at St. Cloud State
Minnesota-Morris at Moorhead St.
Friday's Games
Southwest State at Michigan Tech
Saturday's Games
Minnesota-Morris at Mich. Tech
Moorhead State at St. Cloud State

‘,

Roscoe Young goes up for two of his 1'7 points in Friday night's contest against Minnesota Morris.
Young became the eighth member of WSC's 1,000 point club. On Saturday Young became number
seven on the list, and is only 44 points away from sixth all-time scoring leader, Steve Protsman.
The school career record is 1,632 points.

Warriors blast Mich. Tech
112-69, win streak to 10
Winona State's basketball team,
barely skimming over the tree
tops in its previous seven outings, turned on its booster jets
Saturday night before a near capacity 'crowd of almost 3,000 in
Memorial Hall.
The result was a crushing 11269 defeat for visiting Michigan
Tech, a team which had been allowing its opponents a mere 66
points a game.
Saturday's victory, coupled with
an 88-78 win over the University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse last
Tuesday and a 66-56 win over Minnesota - Morris Friday, boosted
WSC's home winning streak to 13
in a row, its Northern Intercollegiate Conference winning skein
to 14 straight and its season winning streak to 10 in a row.
The Warriors now sport a 13-3
overall record and a perfect 5-0
mark in the NIC-- well ahead
of Bemidji State which holds down
second place with a 3-3 record.
Saturday's victory was in stark
contrast to the Warriors seven
previous outings, which the Warriors, schackled by perplexing erratic performances, won by an
average of only 9.6 points.
The Warriors dominated every
phase of the game, hitting 53.5
per cent from the floor to Tech's
38.2--the Huskies were the seventh straight WSC opponents to
shoot less than 40 per cent--outrebounding their visitors 38-17 and

collecting only 22 turnovers to
Tech's 28.
The 43-point victory was the
most onesided this year for Coach
Les Wothke's defending NIC champions as the Warriors broke NIC
and school records for most field
goals made, 46.
Hershel Lewis, who boasts the
leading scoring average in the
MC this year, led the Warriors
with 33 points, followed by Roscoe Young with 20, Mike Urbach
with 12 and Tad Bothwell with 11.
Gus Johnson, the leading rebounder in the NIC for the secong straight year, was held to
only seven points and six rebounds
as he spent considerable time
sitting on the bench with foul
trouble.
Young, a 6-6 junior forward
from Park Forest, Ill., became
the school's seventh all-time leading scorer Saturday, passing Ken
Stellpflug (1959-62) in only 24
hours.
Friday, Young bec am e the eighth
member of WSC's 1,000 - point
club as he dumped in 17 points
and Saturday he boosted his career scoring record to 1,030 points
--a 15.8 career average.
Young is now only 44 points
away from the sixth all-time leading scorer. Steve Prtosman(196771), who's assistingCoachWothke
this year. Dave Meisner (196367) holds the school career record with 1,632 points.

Lewis, who needs but 124 more
points to join Young in the 1,000point club, also led the Warriors
against La Crosse and Morris
with 25 and 20 points, respectively.
Against Morris, Johnson also
contributed 15 points and 20 rebounds, although the Cougars outrebounded WSC 44-41.
Against La Crosse, Johnson chip.
ped in 20 points and pulled down
23 caroms, Young added 12 points
and Mel Halbert contributed 11
points.
Tuesday and Friday saw the
Warriors build up big leads early
and then hold on as La Crosse
and Morris slowly crept back until WSC settled for a pair of 10point victories.
Eric Haug sparked La Crosse
with 27 points, Dave Hartmann
and Brad Svea led Morris with
14 points, and Chuck Finkbeiner
and Bob Marzean topped Tech with
16 points apiece. Marzean netted
all of his 16 in the second half.
WSC's junior varsity also picked up three victories last week,
ripping UW—LaCrosse 84-62 as
Paul Sir set a WSC JV record with
36 points, crushing Shorty's 9967 Friday as Sir netted another
28 points, and nipping St. Mary's
College 62-57 Saturday.
The Warriors will not return to
action again until Jan. 30, when
they will host luckless Southwest
Minnesota State.

,

TOP & BOTTOM
PANTS & SHIRT SHOP
Winona

103 West Third

50 %

SALE

YOU PAY ONLY 50% OF OUR REGULAR
LOW PRICES .... Sale ends Jan. 31!!

1/2 PRICE on 800

COLORED JEANS
Reg. $6 to $13

$3.00 to $6.50

Now

1/2 PRICE on ALL

Double Knit SLACKS F anP el ai7
Reg. $17 to $22.50

Now

1/2 PRICE on

$8.50 to $11.25

ALL SHIRTS

Knits or
Cut & Sewn

Reg. $5 to $10

Now

1/2 PRICE on

$2.50 t° $5.00

ALL TIES

Reg. $4 to $5

Now

$2.00 to
(Alterations Extra)

$2.50
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Controversy,
mat strength send
Warrior grapplers
to three dual defeats
Winona State's wrestling team,
the victim of a controversial referee's decision and a host of overpowering mat strength, suffered
three dual meet defeats last week
as the Warriors saw their record
tumble to 2-4.
The week Coach Fran McCann
would certainly like to forgetstarted Wednesday when the Warriors
hosted the Athletes in Action West
team, a contingent of graduated
collegiate Olympic and Pan American veterans. TheWarriors barely limped away on the wrong side
of a 34-9 decision.
Friday, a controversial decision by the referee in the 126pound match failed to go in Winona State's favor and neither did
much of anything else as the Warriors were upset 23-17 by Moorhead State on the latter's mats.
Saturday, again faced with overwhelming odds against a powerful
North Dakota State University
team, bowed 31-9 on the Bison's
mats.
WSC's only points against Athletes in Action came when Scott
Miller disposed of Pete Nobel
5-0 in the 118-pound match and
Kelly Stephens won by forfeit at
126.
But AIA won the last eight matches in succession and completely
dominated each one of them.

At Moorhead, Stephens was well
in control of his opponent, Ferdy
Roth, when he slammed Roth to
the mat to prevent an escape.
But Roth apparently sustained an
injury on impact, and the referee
disqualified Stephens and awarded
Moorhead with six points.
The Dragons won the next five
matches after a forfeit at 134
(to Mal Squires) before WSC's
Craig Halvorson and Kevin Immel slavaged the last matches after Moorhead had bdilt up a 238
spread.
Halvorson won by default and
Immel disposed of freshman Kal
Boehmer 5-2. Earlier, WSC's Miller drew with Harley Haug 1-1.
Crossing the state line to Fargo, N.D., the Warriors didn't have
much better luck against North
Dakota State, getting wins only
from Miller, Squires and Jeff Olson.
Miller out - manauvered Paul
Grund 9-3 to boost his dual meet
record to 4-1-1, Squires outlasted
Jeff Andvek 7-5 and Olson snapped his personal three-meet losing
streak by whipping Bob Usset 7-3
at 167 pounds.
The Warriors will attempt to
snap their four-meet losing streak
Wednesday when they host Mankato State in a 7:30 p.m. dual in
Memorial Hall. Saturday, WSC
will host Luther College.

Jeff Bunke second
at NAIA indoor
KANSAS CITY, Mo.--Jeff Bunke, a Winona State senior from
Rushford, Minn., claimed a second place in the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics Indoor Track Meet here
Friday.
Bunke soared 23 feet 7 inches
in the long jump to finish second
behind defending champion Joshua
Owusu, a native of Ghana who attends Angelo State of Texas.
Owusu won with a leap of 24-

8 1/2, 11 inches short of his own
NAIA indoor record set in last
year's meet.
Owusu also won the event in
the NAIA oudoor meet last June
by jumping 26-6 1/2.
Bunke, Winona State's first and
only representative in NAIA indoor competition, recorded his career best in last year's outdoor
meet, recording a 24-41/2 for fifth
place.

Co-Rec broomball
Anybody interested in joining
forces for Co-rec. broomball?
There are rosters available onthe
Women's Intramural Board. Turn

in roster sheets by noon on Wednesday, Jan. 24 in room 135Memorial Hall. Teams will consist
of five girls and five guys. B.Y.O.B.
(Bring your own broom).

BB gals down St. T's
The Winona A-squad won by the
Winona State College women's
basketball team was victorious score of 59-16. Top scorer for
over the College of St. Teresa the A team was Karen Ries with
in opening action Jan. 16 at Mem- 13 points. She also controlled
orial Hall. In B squad play, the boards for Winona with 10
Winona won by the score of 56-9. rebounds.
The next game for the Winona
Top scorer for the B team was
Mary Schouweiler with 14 points. women will be Jan. 23 against
Top rebounder was Pat Bigalk the University of Wisconsin - River Falls in River Falls.
with IX

George Kazika, Winona State's own Mark Spitz, and an NAIA All-American before a stint in the
armed forces, won five individual events and anchored a relay win during meets last Friday and
Saturday. On Friday Kazika captured the 100 and 200-yard freestyle events and anchored the winning 400-yard relay. Kazika's victories on Saturday came in the 200-yard freestyle, the 100-yard
freestyle and the 500-yard freestyle.

Kazika wins five events
in weekend swim action
George Kazika is often referred
to as the "old man" or the "senior citizen" of Winona State's
swimming team.
He's also known as the Mark
Spitz of WSC.
At any rate, the 25-year-old
Warrior veteran, who is the oldest
swimmer on the squad and does
draw oogles and awes from female followers, was the sparkplug for the Warriors over the
weekend.
Kazika, an NAIA All-American
before a stint in the armed forces
temporarily delayed the completion of his eligiblity with the Warriors, won five individual events
Friday and Saturday and anchored
another relay win.
Friday in La Crosse, Wis., the
Chicago native captured solo
crowns in the 100 and 200-yard -

freestyle events and anchored the.
winning 400-yard relay, although
the Warriors bowed to a powerful University of Wisconsin LaCrosse 64-49.
Kazika was clocked at 1:54.6
in the 200 and 51.8 in the 100
and teamed with Tim Rust, Rich
McCleur and Mark Hoaglund for
a 3:32.7 in the 400 relay.
Saturday, before the home town
fans in the Memorial Hall pool,
Kazika put on an even better showand this time the Warriors went
on to claim a 57-55 triumph over
Northern Intercollegiate Conference rival St. Cloud State.
Kazika claimed victories in the
200-yard freestyle (1:55.0), the 100
yard freestyle (52.33) and the 500
yard freestyle (5:50.67).
Kazika got considerable help
from his teammates Saturday, par-

titularly diver Dan Picha, who
claimed firsts in the one and threemeter events with 182.83 and
217.60 points, respectively.
Other firsts Saturday came from
the 400-yard medley relay quartet of Tony Hoyt, Al Crawford,
Rich Michelini and Hoaglund who
won in 4:12.61; Hoyt who won the
200-yard breaststroke in 2:33.79;
and Michelini, who won the 200yard butterfly in 2:22.99.
Hoyt, Picha and Rust claimed
Winona's only other firsts against
LaCrosse. Hoyt won the breaststroke in 2:32.5, Picha the threemeter diving with a pool record
260.85 points and Rust the 50yard freestyle in 23.8.
The Warriors, now 1-5 in dual
meets, will traveltoStevens Point,
Wis., Saturday for a nonconfer-ence dual with UW-Stevens Point.

McCauley responds to budget message
ST. PAUL, Minn.--State Representative M. J. McCauley of
Winona responded to the 1973 budget message of Governor Wendell
Anderson.
McCauley, a newly appointed
member of the Welfare, Corrections and Health division of the
House Appropriations Committee,
extended some nonpartisan praise
for the Governor's emphasis on
the disadvantaged. "We clearly
have an obligation to those citizens who are genuinely in need,
such as the elderly, the disable
and the infirm."
However, the district 34B legislator expressed skepticism over
•the budget as a whole. "The
asked for increase in state spending is $667 million, which is very
close to the what was increased
in taxes for the 1971-72 bien-

nium. Everyone knows what happended to taxes last time," McCauley declared. "The threeyear track record of the Anderson administration in spending is
impressive. Since becoming Governor, Wendell Anderson has asked for $1.3 billion in new spending. That's more than any Governor in the history of our state.
I'm also skeptical of the accuracy
of state growth estimates," he
continued.
"If the Governor's
figures are overestimated,there
will be a deficit which would require a tax increase."
Turning to higher education, McCauley continued, "The area of the
budget that disturbs me is the
$20 million increase for all three
systems (university, college and
junior college), with about half
earmarked for university health
services. It is a very small

increase with no provision as to
preventing hardships on those institutions having minor decreases
in enrollment, such as at Winona
State College. I am disappointed
in the Governor's approach and
lack of priorities in higher education. The budget message is
more friendly to the university than
to state colleges and junior colleges."
"The budget message also asks
for a reduction in the number of
employees in the state college and
junior college systems, but it does
not spell out how these cutbacks
will be spread throughout the
state," observed McCauley. "As
a representative from a city which
has a college, I'm concerned about
the effects of this reduction. Our
enrollment at Winona did not drop
at the rate which occurre,d elsewhere."
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THE WORLD'S FIRST
X-RATED FULL
LENGTH CARTOON

VP"

Herschel Lewis (12) attempts to outreach Morris' Brad Svea in last Friday night's game which the
Warriors won 66-56. Lewis, holder of the leading scoring average in the NIC this year, picked up
33 points in Friday night's effort.
No One UNDER 18 Admitted

Starts WEDNESDAY

State college info packages
for Minnesota high schools
A concise, colorful brochure, entitled "Information, Programs-The Minnesota State Colleges,"
has been developed for use by
Minnesota high school and posthigh school guidance counselors.

Prepared jointly by student per- to make essential information
sonnel staff from the colleges about the colleges more readily
and members of the chancellor's accessible to counselors, students
staff, the brochure--like the Hot- and their pavenis.
The face of the brochure conline Information Service--is anew
resource in the systemwide er.l'ort tains a consolidated, alphabetic
listing of the titles and locations
of all state college undergraduate
programs, includi.tg majors and
minors, and pre-professional programs. The reverse side offers
a brief narrative sketch of each
college, admissions policies and
financial aids information and a
guide to college costs.
Statewide distribution of the brothey all show the same time?
A Clock Watcher chure is planned for early January. Each college will also reDear LW.,
ceive a supply of the brochures
I know just how you feel. Only
for its own use in student adlast week a friend of mine was
missions.
kidnapped and held for an hour
Also underway is a repeat of
by the men's swimming class when
last year's most successful inforshe walked into swimming class
mation fair, which involved all the
an hour early, After making several calls, I did manage to find colleges in an effort to strengthen
relations with interested students
out that the campus clocks run on
from
the seven-county metropolicircuits and must be set by the
tan area. Called "Preview '73/
engineer. I tried calling the engineer at two this afternoon but Minnesota State Colleges," this
no one answered. No doubt his year's fair will again be held at
clock said noon and he was out the Leamington Hotel in downtown
Minneapolis. It is scheduled for
to lunch. Seriously though, if the
engineer and I can get our clocks Monday, Feb. 19, a school holisynchronized we will take steps to day, in order to maximize the
opportunity for Twin Cities area
change this untimely situation.
Nona high school students to attend.

D ear N ona
Dear Nona,
What's wrong with the clocks
on this campus? Every clock
shows a different time. I thought
I was just on time for my art
class one day, but when I arrived there were students in the
room and the teacher was lecturing. Well it's possible to be
late, so I walked in and sat down
only to find strange faces around
me. It happened that I walked
into the class that meets one hour
before my class meets. How embarrassing! Just yesterday I left
Phelps at 11:50 and when I got to
Gildemester it was 12:12. I hadn't
made any stops between the two
buildings and I'm not a slow walker. Can't someone do something
about the clock situation so that

CINEMA

Starts WEDNESDAY
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The campus last week
It was a Day of Concern last Friday. The Student
Senate sponsored an open mike in the Smog where
students could give their views on Vietnam and
other wordy subjects.

After the open mike, the involved students trooped outside to the east lawn of the Union, where
they burned a paper mache' pig and an American
flag.

(Staff photos by Mike R ice)

Not all students were concerned, though, as the
bottles and the telephone conversation show.

